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LITERARY NOTES . plause by the first educators of this country . We can give no bet .
ter idea of the purpose and scope of the work than that presented

GREEN 'S “ Short History of the English People " has reached in the author 's preface : “ 1. To give an accurate and spirited nar
a circulation of 12,000copies . rative of the principal events in our country 's history , from the
A new book by Josh Billings , “ Trump Kards ," is in press at discovery of America to the present time . II . To present a clear

Carleton ' s. The motto is a sound piece of practical advice : “ The and systematic arrangement of the several subjects , giving to each
time to be karefullest is when you have a hand full of trumps ." part , whether of peace or war, its true place in the narrative . III .
-- One of the rarest books printed in the nineteenth century is | To give objective representation by means of charts ,maps, and

the first edition of the “ Book of Mormon ," published at Palmyra , I drawing of all the more important facts of ourdrawing of all the more important facts of our history . IV . To
N. Y., in 1830. Lord Macaulay tried in vain for years to procure a employ such a style and method as seem best adapted to fix the
copy of it . attention of the student and to awaken his enthusiasm ." Rid
- Biography is the great card in bookselling circles for the last path has succeeded admirably in accomplishing his purpose . His

year or two , and the lives and letters of Macaulay , Ticknor , Miss book occupies the border land between a dry tabulated statement
Martineau and Kingsley sell better than the last new novel, es- of facts, characteristic of the majority of histories and the so
pecially when that is a poor one . called historical romances . It embraces the facts of the one
- It is reported thatGen .Grant , not satisfied with the laurels dressed in the attractive form of the other . The plan embraces

which he has won as a military commander and a statesman , is the principal features of Lyman 's Historical Chart , and is fully il
ambitious of winning fame as an author . He will publish his lustrated with maps and portraits of the prominent men who
memoirs as soon as practicable after his return from his trip to have moulded our national character . The memory of the pupil
Europe. They cannot fail to throw light upon many obscure is aided by a judicious division into periods of the body of our
points connected with the history of the late rebellion , and will , history . The narrative is very complete , including a short sketch
therefore ,meet with success . of the Centennial exhibition . Jones Brothers & Co., Chicago , Cin
-We have received from S. C. Griggs & Co. “ Webster 's Un - cinnati , etc .

abridged Dictionary ," and take the liberty of quoting the follow - ON THE FERTILIZATION OF ORCHIDS BY INSECTS : Daruin .
ing from a Chicago journal : “ SUM TOTAL OF GREAT LIBRA - Second Edition , Revised , with Illustrations . New York : D. Ap
RIES .' --We have had much to do with dictionaries , first and last ; pleton & Co. - The wonderful singularity and diversity of the
have turned over a thousand pounds of them , perhaps ; have forms of Orchids led Dr . Sprengel as early as 1793to publish a de
watched new editions rising in stately fashion , and found the best tailed account of them in his wonderful and valuable book , “ Das
were set on Webster 's sure foundations . What we have written of entdeckte Geheimniss der Natur ." Later researches upon the same
Webster's work , while it has been in all truthfulness , has also subject confirmed some of Sprengel ' s conclusions, and showed the
been in all love . We have a warm , filial feeling for it and for fallacy of others . The object of the present treatise is , in the
bim : grateful to Webster for earliest lessons and for latest teach - words ofMr. Darwin , " to show that the contrivances by which
ings ; grateful to God , that, while He gave us English for our Orchids are fertilized are as varied and almost as perfect as any of
mother -tongue , he gave us a man so worthy to record and ex- themost beautiful adaptations in the animal kingdom ; and sec
pound it ; men so worthy to continue the work he so nobly begun . ondly , to show that these contrivances have for their main object

And we put thatmother -tongue to a sacred use when we utter the the fertilization of the flowers with pollen brought by insects from
truthful words that these three books are the sum total of great li - a distinct plant ." In brief , the method of fertilization is this .
braries -- the Bible , Shakspeare , and Webster ' s Royal Quarto . " We choose as a specimen the Orchis miscula , the first one exam
- BLACK SPIRITS AND WHITE : a Novel. By Frances Eleanor ined at length in the text. A two -celled anther carries the pollen

Trollope , author of " Aunt Margaret's Trouble ," " A Charming Fel - ormale vivifying element , which , instead of being fineguanulated
low ," etc., with numerous illustrations . New York : D. Appleton powder as in all our common plants , is united in each cell into a pol
& Co. - This is one of the most fascinating of the series which form len -mass or pollinium , consisting of anumber of packets of pollen
the Library of Choice Novels . Miss Trollope 's characters are so grains combined by thin , elastic threads . The confluence of these
finely drawn , so cleverly and naturally that we are inspired with threads at the lower end of the pollen -mass forms the candicle , to
the same passions , the same feelings of love and hate which we whose base is attached a viscid disk . The two pollinia are pro
feel in every -day life . The character of Mary Lawry excites our tected from exposure by the rostellum , a spherical or pouch - shaped
warmest admiration . In its loveliness and gradeur it approaches projection with a very tender membraneous exterior. Many Or
the ideal of pure and noble womanhood . Major Maude, hand - chids secrete amarvelous supply of nectar , one variety possessing
some , sympathetic and successful suitor for the hand and fortune a nectary above eleven inches long . The insect , attracted by the
of Miss Lowry ; Sir Cosmo , cynical and shallow -hearted ; the beautiful outer en velope called the labellum , lights upon it , and in
proud , sad Oenone and her impulsive friend Rosamond ; Dr . serts his proboscis into the nectary . It is impossible for the insect
Flagge and the irrepressible Wigmores are admirable characters to reach the sweet fluid contained in the nectary without ruptur
for study . The delineation of the character of Sarah Lowry is ing the rostellum . A pollinium is protruded , and the viscid disk
masterly . By the sudden death of her husband 's father , the far - at its lower end is firmly pasted upon the proboscis of the insect.
mer 's daughter gains riches and a title . She is vain , credulous . The pollen -mass will remain firmly cemented to the forehead of
scheming . The plot turns upon a conviction in her mind , gradu - the insect until it meets the stigma of a fully matured flower .
ally becoming a certainty , that the late baronet left a hidden will The grains are allowed to scatter through the rupture of the thin ,

whose termswere more favorable to her husband than the exist- elastic threads which have bound them together , and the process
ing one . Spiritulistic disclosures confirm her hopes . Her long , of fertilizaticn is complete . The several varieties . Ophrec . Are

feverish search is rewarded by the discovery of a will . Her inbred thusa , etc , and the Homologies of Orchidsare critically examined ,

coarseness over -masters the control which has hitherto borneher and the results of the experiments are embodied in this work . In
up in her efforts to play the part of a high born lady ; she openly conclusion , the author says that considering how precious a sub
boasts of her triumph in the presence of her husband ' s sister . stance pollen is , considering the proximity of the male and female
The denouement occurs when the new - found will is read, leaving organs , the anther and stigma , and how easy and safe sell -fertili
her family penniless . The plot is artistically developed and the zation would be, the fact that, nevertheless , Orchids are fertilized

interest is sustained throughout. For sale by Sheehan & Co.
by insect agency , is the voice of Nature telling us that she abhors
perpetual self-fertilization . The book is amarvel of pains -taking ,

- IIISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES : By John Clark Ridpath . I laborious care, and is calculated to excite our admiration of Mr.
Grammar School Edition . - The success of Mr. Ridpath ' s history Darwin , but incomparably more so of the many beautiful contrir
has already been assured . It has been greeted with a storm of ap- ' ances of the vegetable kingdom . For sale by Sheehan & Co.


